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Introduction

In the past year, high profile cases and the ensuing #MeToo movement have raised much attention on issues surrounding gender discrimination, violence against women, and sexual harassment in the workplace. In the United States, allegations of sexual assault and harassment spawned the deposition or resignation of prominent figures in the entertainment, media, dining, and business industries following the onset of the #MeToo social media movement. In the rest of the world, many people also embraced the online crusade by sharing the hashtag millions of times or creating their own versions of it. Feminists and scholars have since attempted to keep pace with the sequence of incidents, grasp the reasoning for the present occurrence of such a reckoning with issues surrounding gender-based violence at this point in time, and envisage more inclusive processes for all women. Contrary to the widespread discussion that mostly focuses on domestic issues, this Article offers an international perspective on the challenges raised by #MeToo by surveying a sample of countries that
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resonated the most with the movement—Britain, India, and Sweden—and other countries that experienced a more conflicted reaction—Japan, France, and Italy.

This Article posits that #MeToo took hold at this particular moment in time as a response to the current political landscape that features nationalist and populist powers across the world, tapping into the rampant discontent following the financial and migrant crises as well as the long-standing fears of terrorism, globalization, and dilution of national identity. In addition to being somewhat politically motivated and heartened by the global outpouring of support at Women’s Marches worldwide, #MeToo also gained momentum because of the international fame of both accusers and abusers, the heightened effect of social media activism, and the subsequent rapid growth of public outrage over sexual abuse and harassment that managed to sway the underpinning social norms.

Despite such immediate impact, critiques have been raised about the movement’s ability to truly assuage the plight of unprivileged victims, include their experiences and voices in the conversation, and engender long-lasting change for all women. In an effort to remedy these concerns, this Article advocates for a human rights-based approach to gender inequality and violence against women. Construing sexual abuse and harassment as human rights violations ensures that measures adopted by countries are compliant with the international legal framework, that States are responsible to exercise due diligence to prevent and respond to actions or omissions committed by both state agents and private individuals or entities, and that all women can meaningfully participate in decision-making processes. To coordinate the legal reforms proposed by some governments in the wake of #MeToo and herewith examined, this Article recommends following the guidelines for national action plans recently suggested by the U.N. Women. Moreover, a new treaty addressing violence and harassment in the workplace, currently under consideration by the International Labor Organization (“ILO”), is necessary to fill the relevant regulatory

2. See Angela Onwuachi-Willig, What About #UsToo?: The Invisibility of Race in the #MeToo Movement, 128 YALE L.J. F. 105, 106 (June 10, 2018).

gap under international law and urge governments to improve or adopt specific legislations.4

This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I recaps some of the main incidents that triggered the #MeToo social media campaign in the United States. The discussion focuses on the global impact of the movement by surveying the countries mentioned above that have been most receptive and the others that showed a more reticent reaction. Part II explores why #MeToo blew up only recently at the domestic level, and what factors contributed to its international development. Finally, Part III recommends a holistic human rights-based approach to sexual assault and harassment to ensure that the #MeToo’s impetus will not fade without having first attained long-lasting change for all women.

I. The #MeToo Phenomenon

A. The #MeToo Movement

In mid-October 2017, actress Alyssa Milano asked her Twitter followers to tweet the hashtag #MeToo if they had been sexually harassed or assaulted. The responses were overwhelming. Within twenty-four hours, the hashtag had been posted nearly half a million times.5 Some victims shared their stories of sexism, harassment, and assault in the workplace, while others reported incidents of gender-based violence that occurred outside the work setting. Milano’s message—“If all the women who have been sexually harassed or assaulted wrote ‘Me Too’ as a status, we might give people a sense of the magnitude of the problem”6—was not initially intended to become a social movement, “a call of action or the beginning of a campaign, culminating in a series of protests and speeches and events. It [was] simply an attempt to get people to understand the prevalence of sexual harassment and assault in society. To get women, and men, to raise their hands.”7 In other words, it was meant to unveil the pervasiveness of


7. Gilbert, supra note 5.
the problem and encourage victims to feel connected to one another and to speak up.

Over a decade earlier, civil rights activist Tarana Burke founded a grassroots movement also named “Me Too” in Alabama in support of women of color living in disenfranchised neighborhoods who had been victims of sexual assault. The crusade was not styled as a social media campaign, but rather as a “catchphrase to be used from survivor to survivor to let folks know that they were not alone and that a movement for radical healing was happening and possible.” Burke’s outreach program sought to support survivors by creating connections among them, empowering their marginalized voices through empathy, and thus allowing their healing journey to begin.

Burke promptly responded to the hashtag #MeToo by tweeting: “It’s beyond a hashtag. It’s the start of a larger conversation and a movement for radical community healing. Join us. #metoo.” However, she later clarified that the goals and efforts of the two movements are inherently different. Burke’s work specifically focuses on providing support to ordinary brown girls and women in marginalized communities who have been sexually abused and exploited, and whose stories are missing from the most recent social media discussions.

Celebrity cases and high-profile incidents have recently flooded the press and social media platforms, revealing the ubiquity of sexual harassment and discrimination in the workplace and beyond and unmasking many notorious perpetrators. For example, in 2016, a sexual harassment scandal engulfed Fox News leading to the toppling of its chairman, Roger Ailes, after a former network anchor, Gretchen Carlson, sued him, which was followed by a cascade of sexual harassment
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allegations from other women. The lawsuit was settled for $20 million, and Ailes received a payout of $40 million to exit the company.

Those were not the first accusations against him. In the early 1990s while he was working at NBC, a female producer reported that he had offered to pay her an extra $100 per week if she agreed to have sex with him whenever he wanted.

In 2017, Fox News also announced the ouster of the network’s top-rated host, Bill O’Reilly, after an investigation by The New York Times found that five women who made allegations of sexual harassment against him had received payouts totaling about $13 million from either O’Reilly or the company. The investigation also revealed that another $32 million sexual harassment settlement had been paid to former network contributor, Lis Wiehl.

In early 2017, the United States Department of Defense was shaken after the revelation that hundreds of marines shared and posted naked photographs of female service members and veterans on the Facebook group Marines United, which has nearly 30,000 followers. Over 2500 inappropriate comments were made on the Facebook group page by service members stationed around the world and across military branches. A similar incident previously occurred.
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in 2013, when some marines had been accused of racist and sexist social media misconduct.\textsuperscript{21}

In 2017, a series of scandals also rocked the technology powerhouse Uber after former employees reported harassment and retaliation experienced at work. These reports led to the resignation of Uber’s founder and CEO, Travis Kalanick, and the firing of over twenty senior managers.\textsuperscript{22} In 2018, a CNN investigation of police reports, federal court records, and county court databases for twenty major cities in the United States found that over 103 Uber drivers had been accused of sexually assaulting their passengers in the past four years, and at least thirty-one drivers had been convicted of sexual crimes.\textsuperscript{23}

In October 2017, reporters from The New York Times and The New Yorker exposed concealed sexual harassment and abuse allegations against Hollywood movie executive Harvey Weinstein spanning nearly three decades.\textsuperscript{24} Interviews with current and former employees and colleagues, as well as emails and internal records, revealed that Weinstein had reached at least eight settlements to silence his victims’ complaints.\textsuperscript{25} The publication of the reports led to the resignation of four board members of the Weinstein company and the layoff of Weinstein himself.\textsuperscript{26}

A few weeks after the revelations about Weinstein, journalist Brett Anderson published a New York Times article detailing the outcome of his eight-month long investigation that uncovered multiple sexual harassment grievances at the Besh Restaurant Group, a New Orleans

\begin{footnotes}
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\end{footnotes}
In the months that followed, many other reports about high-profile abusers in the dining industry appeared in the press, exposing a “bro” culture in kitchens so profoundly embedded that “it has become second nature for many of the people who work there.”

In the wake of #MeToo, stories of gender bias and pay discrimination previously reported by the press regained momentum. For instance, in her recent memoir, Reset: My Fight for Inclusion and Lasting Change, tech investor and former Reddit CEO Ellen Pao recounted her legal battle against her former employer, the venture capital firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield and Byers, for sex discrimination and retaliation that rocked Silicon Valley in 2012. In her personal essay published by Fortune Magazine, tennis champion Serena Williams decried the steep gender pay gap African American women face across any industry and “the cycles of poverty, discrimination, and sexism [that] are much, much harder to break than the record for Grand Slam titles” for women of color. Finally in 2015, actress Jennifer Law-
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rence wrote about the breach of security at Sony revealing that she had earned less than her male costars on the movie *American Hustle*.  

B. The Global Impact of #MeToo

#MeToo has not just been a United States phenomenon. The viral campaign rapidly became global with the hashtag being posted on Facebook more than twelve million times in less than twenty-four hours by 4.7 million users around the world and tweeted nearly one million times within the first forty-eight hours. According to Twitter and Facebook, within the first month, the hashtag was tweeted more than 2.3 million times across over eighty-five countries, and more than twenty-four million Facebook users shared or posted about it over seventy-seven million times. A study conducted by the Pew Research Center found that the hashtag has been used more than nineteen million times on Twitter during the first year, amounting to an average of 55,319 tweets per day. Although about 71% of #MeToo tweets were written in English, the study showed that multiple languages were used for the remaining 29% of the tweets, including about 7% tweets in Afrikaans, 4% in Somali, and 3% in Spanish. According to an analysis of Google Trends Data, during the first year, the hashtag was searched on the internet in 195 countries, which means the search was performed in every country on earth.

The global impact of #MeToo has been widely recognized. On December 6, 2017, Time Magazine announced that its Person of the Year was the “Silence Breakers” of the #MeToo movement, those who fueled a worldwide reckoning of the endemic prevalence of sexual harassment by “giving voice to open secrets, . . . moving whisper net-
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works onto social networks, . . . [and] pushing us all to stop accepting the unacceptable.”

In the aftermath of #MeToo, the Norwegian Nobel Institute awarded the 2018 Nobel Peace Prize to Congolese doctor Denis Mukwege and Iraqi human rights activist Nadia Murad for their work against sexual violence in conflict zones. Despite its global and multifaceted dimension, #MeToo’s impact has varied greatly by country. The following analysis surveys both some of the countries where the movement resonated the most and others in which it has had a more limited influence.

1. Countries Most Impacted by #MeToo

Although the #MeToo movement has had its most significant impact so far in the United States, other countries have followed a similar path.

In 2017, the British Parliament was shaken by the sexual harassment scandal, dubbed Pestminster by the press, that led to the resignation of several politicians amidst sex pest allegations. In early 2018, The Financial Times conducted an investigation that revealed a night of debauchery at the Presidents Club Charity Dinner, a men-only black tie annual event which gathered over 360 personalities from British business, politics, finance, and entertainment to raise money for laudable causes. Two people sent by The Financial Times to work undercover as hostesses reported that many hostesses were groped, sexually harassed, and invited to join the male event goers in private hotel bedrooms.

Although such men-only enclaves still exist in the United Kingdom after decades of slow but earnest progress on women’s rights,
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society has lately seemed to be finally ready to confront its pernicious “lad” culture that, similarly to the United States fraternity ones, has conventionally condoned harassing and abusive behaviors in the name of male bonding—akin to “boys will be boys.” Indeed, according to a recent survey conducted by the Fawcett Society, the British public view of sexual harassment has experienced a significant shift since #MeToo. The research showed that over 43% of British people have heard of the hashtag, about 53% reported that what is considered acceptable behavior has changed, and people that are aware of the movement are 1.5 times more likely to recognize such changing attitudes. A larger impact has been registered in the eighteen to thirty-four age group—half of whom are now more likely to speak up against sexual harassment, including 58% of young men polled.

In India, in 2017, the legal academy began to totter after a law student posted on Facebook a list of over fifty professors who allegedly sexually harassed her fellow students. The list was shared on the social platform more than 1000 times. It included the names of the academics and their university affiliations, but it did not provide any details regarding the allegations or the victims. The crowd-sourced list sparked divisions among feminists and scholars. Some claimed that such manner of naming and shaming is not only a violation of due process, but may also “delegitimize the long struggle against sexual harassment, and make our task as feminists more difficult.” Others have, instead, defended the right of survivors to come forward and accuse their sexual harassers.

In 2018, when actress Tanushree Dutta accused a veteran actor of sexual harassment on a movie set, an avalanche of similar allegations against prominent figures in the media and entertainment industries
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poured out.\textsuperscript{52} As a result, the resident editor of The Times of India resigned, the Phantom Films company dissolved, and the comedian Aziz Ansari’s shows were cancelled.\textsuperscript{53} A sexual harassment scandal also engulfed the country’s political class with the resignation of the cabinet minister M.J. Akbar after he was accused of sexual misconduct by twenty-one women dating back to the time when he was a newspaper editor.\textsuperscript{54} Soon after, the Indian government began considering proposals to improve laws and policies dealing with sexual harassment in the workplace.\textsuperscript{55} Feminists have argued that both the press and the public had a more conflicted reaction during 2017 because the campaign was initiated by victims belonging to the Dalits, who are at the bottom of India’s caste system and thus are more likely to face disbelief and prejudice.\textsuperscript{56} By contrast, in 2018, the movement was headed by famous Bollywood actresses and women from upper castes. In Sweden, #MeToo snowballed into a social phenomenon described by the press as the most impactful women’s movement since Swedish women won the right to vote in a national election about one hundred years ago.\textsuperscript{57} Sexual harassment stories flooded the media for months leading to the resignation of politicians, TV presenters, and


newspaper columnists. The country’s Queen Silvia and Crown Princess Victoria endorsed the campaign in an evening at the South Theatre in Stockholm, where over 210 actresses read hundreds of anonymous testimonies from women who experienced sexual harassment and abuse in the world of theatre. In a joint statement, the performers of the event declared: “We will no longer be silent. We will ask the respondents to answer and let the judiciary do their job when there is reason. We will lay the shame where it belongs—with the perpetrator and the one who protects him.”

Shortly after, the scandal reached the Swedish Academy, the prestigious jury that awards the Nobel Prize for Literature. In November 2017, the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter published the accounts of eighteen women who had been allegedly harassed and assaulted over a period of more than twenty years by the photographer Jean-Claude Arnault, who was married to the academy member Katarina Frostenson. Riven by public criticism and a string of academy members’ resignations over allegations of sexual misconduct, the institution decided not to award the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2018. Around the same time, the stories of more than 1700 students who experienced sexual harassment and abuse from as early as primary school up to high school appeared in the newspaper Dagens Nyheter under the hashtag #tystiklassen, “silence in class.” Students reported being raped at school, urinated on during swimming lessons, and groped by teachers and male classmates.

Numerous viral campaigns were organized by Swedish women working across multiple domains and industries: About 3000 women signed a petition against sexual harassment in the music business; more than 450 celebrities supported an initiative condemning sexual
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abuse in the movie and theater industries called #tystnadstagning—meaning “lights, camera, action”; over 600 women in the opera industry backed their own campaign #ViSjungerUt—meaning “sing out”; at least 2000 women athletes rallied around the hashtag #timeout; more than 6000 women working in the justice system signed the statement #MedVilkenRätt—meaning “with what right?”; at least 1300 female politicians and civic employees, including Foreign Minister Margot Wallström, supported the campaign #IthalensKorridorer—meaning “in the corridors of power”; and finally, thousands of female journalists endorsed the hashtag #Deadline to denounce sexual harassment in the journalism industry. Swedish scholars have attributed such a favorable response to #MeToo to the country’s longstanding tradition of feminist and civil society activism in support of gender equality and the prevention of violence against women that not only bolstered the movement, but was also reinforced by it.

2. Countries More Ambivalent Towards #MeToo

Other countries have experienced a more complex response to the #MeToo movement. For example, in May 2017, when Japanese journalist Shiori Ito accused a prominent TV journalist with close ties to the country’s prime minister of raping her, the law enforcement dropped its investigation into the case, citing lack of evidence. After Shiori Ito reported the aggression, she received death threats and decided to move to the United Kingdom. Similarly, when a senior finance ministry bureaucrat resigned following allegations of sexual harassment perpetrated against a female reporter, “the Japanese media, rather than rallying to defend one of its own . . . branded the scandal as a josei mondai, a ‘woman problem.’”

64. Booth & Munro, supra note 57.
68. Kana Inagaki & Leo Lewis, Japan Pushes Back Against #MeToo Movement, FIN. TIMES (May 3, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/d64bd404-4a08-11e8-8ec8-cae73aab7ccb [https://perma.cc/YHU9-KRM7].
According to Japan’s health ministry, about 30% of women receive unwanted sexual advances in the workplace. Women working in the media and entertainment industry are particularly at risk. A recent survey uncovered 150 cases of sexual harassment perpetrated against thirty-five female reporters, with politicians, government officials, and police officers identified as the perpetrators in about 30% of the cases. An investigation conducted by The Financial Times revealed that women working in broadcasting, newspapers, and news agencies are often reluctant to report incidents of sexual harassment because they fear retaliation or they believe they will be blamed for being the guilty party or for being unable to conform with a “put up or shut up” work environment. Against this culture of silence, a group of activists, including Shiori Ito, launched the hashtag #WeTooJapan to show solidarity with victims and “let [them] know they’re not alone and that we listen and support, making it easier to speak up.”

Commentators have attributed Japan’s timid response to #MeToo to the dominant social environment that routinely disbelieves and blames victims of gender-based violence and harassment who dare to come forward. The Ministry of Justice estimates that fewer than one in five cases of rape are ever reported to law enforcement, despite the fact one in three Japanese women are victims of gender-based violence, and almost all women will experience some form of sexual assault, groping, or molestation in public places at some point in their lives, according to the World Health Organization (“WHO”). In this environment, a movement based on survivors’ resolution to denounce their abusers, like #MeToo, is unlikely to thrive. While in other coun-
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tries, "#MeToo stands on the shoulders of years of tireless work to educate men and women about consent and bodily autonomy, about power and privilege and mutual respect . . . [this] groundwork remains a half-finished project in Japan," where victims reasonably fear that speaking up will likely damage their lives and their careers.\(^\text{75}\)

The #MeToo movement has also sparked divided reactions in France. In October 2017, the New York-based French journalist Sandra Muller launched the hashtag #BalanceTonPorc—meaning “rat out your pig”—inviting victims to release the names of their abusers online.\(^\text{76}\) An editorial in the newspaper Le Monde described the testimonies as “so detailed and so numerous that it points to a suffocating silence around harassment” entrenched in the French culture.\(^\text{77}\) Although the #BalanceTonPorc campaign inspired hundreds of thousands of tweets from women who allegedly had experienced sexual abuse or harassment across France’s cultural, political, and business sectors, very few perpetrators were actually named, and only a handful resigned from their positions.\(^\text{78}\) A recent study published by the newspaper Le Figaro revealed that 53\% of the French people, of whom 61\% are women younger than thirty-five years old, consider sexual harassment a very important issue.\(^\text{79}\) According to the survey, more than 53\% of women and over 63\% of young women have been victims of sexual harassment at least once in their life.\(^\text{80}\) The research also found that, although the campaign #BalanceTonPorc is supported by 57\% of French people, a significant part of the population (about 42\%) is against it.\(^\text{81}\) In fact, one in two French men are concerned about it, and the majority of people older than sixty-five years old disapprove it.\(^\text{82}\)

\(^{75}\) Fahey, Japan Isn’t Ready, supra note 73.


\(^{80}\) Id.

\(^{81}\) Id.

\(^{82}\) Id.
In the wake of the Weinstein scandal, the country’s President Emmanuel Macron discussed the opportunity of revoking Harvey Weinstein’s Legion of Honor, arguing that French society is “sick with sexism,” and it is necessary “to act now before it’s too late.”

Around the same time, actress Isabelle Adjani wrote an essay denouncing the inequality and sexual harassment women face in the movie industry.

She reminded readers that the French word libertinage contains the concept of liberté, “freedom,” meaning that whenever women choose to be seductive they are not extending an invitation to be raped. In her own words, she concluded: “Let these harassing gentlemen know that actresses, like the factory girls, farmers or engineers, shopkeepers or teachers, mothers or whores, are all free to fuck, free to abort. And free to speak out!”

While many French young women have embraced #MeToo as an opportunity to advance gender equality, others have perceived it as a threat to the French rules of seduction.

In early 2018, actress Catherine Deneuve, together with 100 other female personalities of academia and media, signed an open letter published by the newspaper Le Monde calling the #MeToo campaign a “witch-hunt” against men and deploiring its “puritanical . . . wave of purification.”

The authors complained that “what we are once again witnessing here is puritanism in the name of a so-called greater good, claiming to promote the liberation and protection of women, only to enslave them to a status of eternal victim and reduce them to defenseless preys of male chauvinist demons.” The letter further pointed out that there is an important difference between rape, which is a

83. Harvey Weinstein was awarded the Legion of Honor after the movie The Artist, by the French director Michel Hazanavicius, who won the Academy Award for best picture and best director in 2011. See Donadio, supra note 76; see also Smith, supra note 78.
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crime, and persistent or clumsy flirting, which is not, and nor is gal-
lantry a macho assault.90 The signatories claimed in their own words:

As women, we do not recognize ourselves in this feminism which,
beyond the denunciation of abuses of power, takes on the face of a
hatred of men and of sexuality. We believe that the freedom to say
no to a sexual proposition is not without the freedom to bother.
And we consider that one must be able to reply to this freedom to
bother in other ways than by locking ourselves in the role of prey.
For those of us who have chosen to have children, we believe that it
makes more sense to raise our daughters so that they are informed
and aware enough to be able to live life to the fullest without being
intimidated or made to feel guilty. The accidents that can affect a
woman’s body do not necessarily affect her dignity and should not,
however hard they may be, necessarily turn her into a perpetual
victim. Because we are not reduced to our body. Our inner free-
dom is inviolable. And this freedom that we cherish is not without
risks and responsibilities.91

In response, feminist Caroline De Haas wrote a letter co-signed
by thirty other women and published by France Info arguing that
there is a real problem of violence against women and gender ine-
quality in France, where over 200 rapes, or attempted rapes, are com-
mitted daily, but only thirty of them are reported to the authorities.92
French activists maintained that “French food exists, French cheese
exists, French wine exists, French nice dinner in Paris with candles
exists, the Eiffel Tower exists—but French seduction [in the form of
sexual harassment] does not.”93

In neighboring Italy, actress Asia Argento was one of the first wo-
men to report having been sexually assaulted by Harvey Weinstein in a
French hotel during the 1997 Cannes Film Festival when she was
twenty-one years old.94 While in the United States, her accusation
among many others led to the layoff of the Hollywood producer from
the company he co-founded, in Italy, the reaction was much different.
The conservative publication Libero raised doubts about the truthful-

92. Smith, supra note 78; see Plus de 260 viols ou tentatives par jour en France, mais seule-
ment une trentaine de plaints, FRANCEINFO (OCT. 6, 2016), https://www.francetvinfo.fr/so-
ciety/plus-de-260-affaires-de-viol-par-jour-en-france-mais-seulement-une-trentaine-de-plain-
tes_1858743.html [https://perma.cc/W9RG-SBE2].
93. Smith, supra note 78.
94. Travis M. Andrews, ‘In 1997, I Was Raped by Harvey Weinstein Here’: Asia Argento
post.com/news/arts-and-entertainment/wp/2018/05/20/in-1997-i-was-raped-by-harvey-
weinstein-here-asia-argento-gives-powerful-speech-at-cannes/?utm_term=.39148d214e67
[https://perma.cc/72R7-Y3JD].
ness of the actress’s allegations of rape: “First these women give it away . . . Then, [twenty] years later, they repent and denounce the alleged rapist. And if they gave it away in exchange for a part in a movie . . . [t]hat’s a form of prostitution.”

Female commentators were similarly unsympathetic. Feminist author Selvaggia Lucarelli characterized the encounter between Asia Argento and Harvey Weinstein as consensual and added that it is not “legitimate” to report the alleged actions twenty years later. Journalist Natalia Aspesi defined Argento’s allegations as a “late lament” and found irritating

[the unrealistic, almost enchanted representation of these encounters. The monster on one side, the sacrificial lamb on the other. As I read, Weinstein did not give normal business appointments in the office with a desk to divide ambitions and intentions. He did not talk about scripts. He asked for massages. And if you ask for a massage and I massage you, then it’s hard to be surprised at the evolution of events.

In the midst of the polemics, Asia Argento decided to move to Germany. In November 2017, film director and producer Fausto Brizzi was accused of sexual harassment by ten women, resulting in the Warner Bros. Entertainment company removing his name from all promotional materials for his upcoming movie and pausing any future plans to work with him. The press, though, mostly gave voice to his supporters.

Although numerous Italian victims came together to share their experiences online under the hashtag #quellavoltache—meaning “that time when”—only a few harassers were publicly named, and no major figures in the business, media, or political world were removed from their appointments. The hesitant response to #MeToo was also acknowledged by Laura Boldrini, the president of Italy’s Cham-

97. Id.
98. Id.
100. Poggioli, supra note 95.
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ber of Deputies, who held a women-only conference to discuss sexual harassment and violence against women at the end of 2017.\textsuperscript{102} Boldrini noted that the movement did not have the same effect in Italy as it did elsewhere not because “in our country there are no harassers,” as she joked sarcastically, but rather because victims fear the repercussions of speaking up.\textsuperscript{103}

Italy’s ambivalence towards sexual harassment and gender inequality is apparent in the expected comeback of the country’s former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who was forced to resign in 2011 after a conviction for tax fraud and multiple charges for his role in the so-called bunga-bunga sex parties with underage women.\textsuperscript{104} Some scholars have linked Italy’s reticent reaction to #MeToo to the societal misconception that unwelcome sexual advances are a direct effect of “the beauty trade-off.”\textsuperscript{105} This misconception equates women’s beauty with their complicit fatuity and normalizes the sexual-economic exchange between attractive women and powerful men, or even better the unbalanced relationship between gender and status.\textsuperscript{106} Other commentators have argued that Italy’s resistance to #MeToo also reflects a snobbish attitude towards the more puritanical American society where “[t]here is no compromising,” whereas “Italians love to live in the gray zones of life.”\textsuperscript{107}

\section*{II. Why Now?}

A pressing question for contemporary feminism is why the #MeToo movement erupted in mid-October 2017 rather than several years earlier, when other high-profile cases appeared on media cover-


\textsuperscript{103} Id.


\textsuperscript{106} Amabile, \textit{supra} note 105; see also Hipkins, \textit{supra} note 105, at 418.

\textsuperscript{107} Poggioli, \textit{supra} note 95.
age. For example, in 2011, former French finance minister and head of the International Monetary Fund ("IMF") Dominique Strauss-Kahn was accused of having sexually assaulted Nafissatou Diallo, a former housekeeper at the Sofitel hotel in Manhattan, while she was cleaning his room.\(^\text{108}\) The allegations led to a criminal investigation against him, his resignation from the IMF, and the end of any realistic chance for him to run for the French presidency against the incumbent president Nicolas Sarkozy.\(^\text{109}\) In 2015, nearly fifty women ranging in age from early twenties to eighty years old, including top models, alongside waitresses, journalists, and actresses, came forward to accuse showman Bill Cosby of rape or sexual assault.\(^\text{110}\)

In 2016, former assistant professor of finance at Columbia Business School Enrichetta Ravina filed a $30 million lawsuit against Columbia University and Geert Bekaert, a tenured finance professor and her former mentor. She alleged that Bekaert had sexually harassed her, and that the university had failed to properly investigate her claims, creating a hostile work environment that ultimately led to her denial of tenure.\(^\text{111}\) A federal jury recently found Bekaert liable for retaliating against the Ravina and awarded her $1.25 million in compensatory and punitive damages.\(^\text{112}\) The following analysis attempts to comprehend what prompted the #MeToo movement to burst into the spotlight at this specific point in time, both domestically and internationally.


\(^\text{109}\) Id.


A. The Women’s March

In October 2016, during the United States presidential election, The Washington Post released the so-called “Access Hollywood” tape recording of Republican nominee Donald Trump bragging about grabbing women’s intimate private parts back in 2005.113 The tape recording prompted at least twenty-three women to publicly accuse Donald Trump of having sexually harassed or assaulted them since the 1970s.114 Many American women were outraged. In the November 2017 elections, 54% of women supported the Democratic nominee Hilary Clinton, compared to the 42% of women who voted for Trump; and, in particular, 94% of African-American women and 68% of Hispanic women voted for Clinton.115 Although Trump won the majority of white female voters (about 53%), gaining 62% of non-college educated white women but losing 51% of college-educated white women to Clinton, still 73% of all women who supported Trump reported being “bothered to some extent by his treatment of women.”116 Trump dismissed all the allegations as “fabricated” by the media and his political opponents to hurt his campaign.117 After his election, the White House released the following statement:

These false claims, totally disputed in most cases by eyewitness accounts, were addressed at length during last year’s campaign, and the American people voiced their judgment by delivering a decisive victory. The timing and absurdity of these false claims speaks
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volumes and the publicity tour that has begun only further confirms the political motives behind them.\textsuperscript{118}

Despite Trump's refutations, a survey conducted in December 2017 by Quinnipiac University found that 59% of female voters believed that the president should have resigned because of the sexual misconduct allegations against him.\textsuperscript{119}

For millions of American women, Trump's victory was a reawakening moment. On January 21, 2017, the date after his inauguration, between 470,000 to 680,000 people gathered in Washington, D.C. to join the largest protest in American history—the Women's March.\textsuperscript{120} An estimated 3.6 million to 4.6 million people demonstrated in nearly 550 cities and towns across the country, including 400,000 participants in New York, Trump's hometown, 250,000 participants in Chicago, and 175,000 participants in Boston.\textsuperscript{121} This resistance did not end with the Women’s March. In Chicago, women between the ages of sixty and eighty years old started organizing monthly meetings to support the election of more women in public office, promote reforms addressing gun violence, and secure decent housing, healthcare, and retirement benefits for all.\textsuperscript{122}

\begin{flushleft}
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having.” The initiative originally started as a Facebook group set up by three mothers in Alameda county, but by early 2017, it had already reached 12,000 members, mostly women, meeting in twenty-seven different states.

Donald Trump’s election not only rekindled women’s activism, but it also prompted them “to stop accepting the unacceptable” and make a promise to themselves and their daughters that, although Trump’s “offensive behavior did not block his path to the presidency . . . [and he] may have gotten away with it, . . . women were no longer going to let that boss, that mentor, that colleague get away with it, too.” According to author Jaclyn Friedman, “There is no doubt that having an accused sexual predator in the White House is hanging over this . . . People feel like they can’t do anything about that right now, but at least they can do something about this.” In the weeks after the election, sexual assault survivors flooded counseling centers and support groups across the country, finally ready to assuage the reminiscence of their trauma revived by the events occurred during the presidential campaign and to unite in a collective outcry for justice and restitution. In other words, Trump’s impunity triggered women to finally speak up and say #MeToo.

The New Yorker journalist Ronan Farrow, who helped uncover the sexual harassment allegations against Harvey Weinstein, wrote
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that the producer’s behavior was an “open secret” in Hollywood and beyond for decades, but any previous attempt to report the story faded away.\textsuperscript{130} Victims feared that their careers may be “crushed” while witnesses were paid for their silence.\textsuperscript{131} But after the election, women began to speak likely for the reason that they had “recently felt increasingly emboldened to talk about their experiences because of the way the world has changed regarding issues of sex and power. Their disclosures follow[ed] in the wake of stories alleging sexual misconduct by public figures, including Donald Trump . . . .”\textsuperscript{132} Similarly, the investigative reporters of The New York Times who broke both the Bill O’Reilly and the Harvey Weinstein stories claimed that the impunity accorded to Trump had a snowball effect by enraging and empowering victims to come forward.\textsuperscript{133}

Women’s outrage and resistance were further almented by Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the United States Supreme Court, despite being accused of having sexually assaulted at least two women during his freshman year of high school.\textsuperscript{134} In support of one of the alleged victims, Professor of Psychology Christine Blasey Ford bravely testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee, and hundreds of women descended on Capitol Hill with the catchphrase “We Believe” scribbled on the palms of their hands.\textsuperscript{135} While at political rallies ahead of the mid-term elections, President Trump mimicked Ford’s inability to remember some details of the alleged assault—“How did you get there? ‘I don’t remember.’ Where is the place? ‘I don’t know.’ What neighborhood was it in? ‘I don’t know.’ Where’s the house? ‘I don’t know.’”—the hashtag #WhyIDidntReport blasted on social media.
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media, emboldening survivors of sexual assaults to both speak up and question the impartiality of American’s highest institutions.137

B. International Outrage

The Women’s March was not just a domestic protest. On the same day, international marches took place in over 100 cities around the world, gathering an estimated three to five million people wearing pink “pussy” hats and brandishing placards reading “Women’s Rights Are Not Up for Grabs,” “Our rights aren’t up for grabs and neither are we,” “Resistance is fertile,” and “Girls just want to have fundamental rights.”138 Since then, many more rallies have followed worldwide. In London, for example, during Trump’s first official visit to Britain as president, an estimated 80,000 people demonstrated not only against his sexist treatment of women, but also against his policies on immigration and climate change.139 A sixty-seven-year-old female demonstrator declared: “Trump represents everything I hate: racism, bigot, misogynist, xenophobe. As a mother of daughters, I want to show that he can’t treat women like he does.”140 Aisha Ali-Khan, one of the organizers of the London Women’s March, reiterated: “It’s not just that he made comments about women, his policies have been so divisive. We want to make a stand but also unite as many people as we can.”141

International Women’s Marches should not only be interpreted as an outraged response to Trump’s treatment of women and political stance, but rather, more generally as a mass public opposition to the other administrations and recent political events that are similarly posing a serious threat to fundamental freedoms and rights as well as to the future of many democracies across the world. Indeed, several
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countries have recently shifted from forms of universal civic nationalism, which is a proponent of progressive values, including freedom, tolerance, equality, and human rights, to ethnic nationalism, which is characterized by sexism, xenophobia, and distrust of minorities. In rich democracies, this new form of nationalism has become a "potent-vote winner," whereas in dictatorship regimes, it has been used to divert citizens from their fundamental freedoms and rights. In the last decade, economic crises, inequality, demographic changes, fears of terrorism, and perceived corruption of governments have been alimenting resentment as well as nationalist and populist claims among people around the world. Building on these general sentiments, Trump has promised to erect a wall on the Mexican border, Britain has voted to leave the European Union, far-right coalitions have gained power in Italy, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, and Slovakia, and radical parties have grown in popularity in Germany, France, the Netherlands, Greece, Sweden, and Denmark.

In response to this shift in political powers and administrations which endangers fundamental individual rights, activist groups, feminists, celebrities, and ordinary people alike have mobilized in the streets and on social media to protest against austerity, the rise of populism, violence, and inequality, ultimately engendering this historical moment of social change and reckoning over sexual harassment, gender-based violence, and discrimination, among other issues. In other words, although some international rallies may have been initially organized in the wake of the American crusade, the majority of them have since evolved to embrace the "core message . . . that women's rights are more important than Mr. Trump."
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A lawyer, activist, and one of the organizers of the London Women’s March recently declared: “Today is about improving the living and working conditions of women . . . . On the ground and in the data, it is proven that austerity is disproportionately affecting women, especially vulnerable women.”¹⁴⁷ In Rome, people also paraded against the new populist government and the rampant sexual harassment and violence affecting women.¹⁴⁸ “This was a country that used to assist women who were victims of human trafficking, and exploitation. Now, we are erecting walls and closing ports to ships that rescue migrants at sea,” said the president of an Italian association of women’s centers and shelters for victims of gender-based violence.¹⁴⁹

In addition to being somewhat politically motivated, the current #MeToo movement likely exploded because both the accusers and the victims were white famous actors who no longer feared being discredited and “crushed.”¹⁵⁰ “When you have Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth Paltrow in the same sentence, well, people take note,” sociologist Michael Kimmel pointed out.¹⁵¹ According to a recent Twitter analysis, “it wasn’t until powerful and influential celebrities like Alyssa Milano and Ashley Judd shared their own stories on social media that the movement truly took hold.”¹⁵² #MeToo also likely blew up because some of the abusers were the top leaders of western countries, like the United States and Italy, who were able to gain and maintain power despite their sexist and misogynous behaviors. But “[c]ertainly the endlessly expanding power of social media,” blasting the hashtags millions of times around the world and facilitating communities to rally around their cause, amplified women’s anger and voices beyond borders and localities.¹⁵³

¹⁴⁷ See Iqbal, supra note 145.
¹⁴⁸ See Povoledo et al., supra note 146.
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The use of social media by feminists and activist groups is a relatively new phenomenon. Initially utilized by individuals as an online platform to access preferred contents and share their ideas, social media has recently evolved into a tool that provides news, general information, and visibility to important social issues and events to a global audience.\footnote{154} Social networks, like Facebook and Twitter, not only enable people to connect and exchange narratives and personal experiences, but also to build and mobilize virtual communities around their activist causes. Professor Clay Shirky explained that "as the communication landscape gets denser, more complex, more participatory, the networked population is gaining greater access to information, more opportunities to engage in public speech, and an enhanced ability to undertake collective action."\footnote{155} An example of this new phenomenon of social media activism is the photography blog project Humans of New York, started in 2010 by photographer Brandon Stanton to share portraits and captions of ordinary people living in New York City.\footnote{156} Over the past few years, the blog gained twenty million followers on social media and expanded to also compile pictures and narratives of people living around the world.\footnote{157} Following its popularity, the project launched two crowdsourcing online campaigns that managed to raise more than $3.8 million to support pediatric cancer research and over $1 million to fund summer programs for a disadvantaged middle school in Brooklyn.\footnote{158}

According to recent research studies, social media activism develops in four stages: (1) triggering event, (2) media response, (3) viral

\footnote{154} Katie Thomson, Social Media Activism and the #MeToo Movement, MEDIUM (June 12, 2018), https://medium.com/@kmthomson.11/social-media-activism-and-the-metoo-movement-166f452d7fd2 [https://perma.cc/5XZL-U4E4].
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organization, and (4) physical response. The movement starts with a triggering event that challenges social norms and provokes a sustained reaction. In response, both traditional and social media provide widespread coverage of the inciting incident, which may lead to the establishment of a collective group supporting a common interest, also known as a viral organization. If the viral organization is active enough to take the protest from the online platforms to the offline world, the movement is likely to generate social change. Alternatively, the campaign will probably subside.

#MeToo is a successful example of social media activism. After the Harvey Weinstein scandal unhinged the social and cultural norms that underlie sexual harassment and violence and earned international media coverage, a virtual organization of survivors flooded social media with stories of harassment and abuse in response to Milano’s initial tweet. At first, users joined the conversation through Twitter, a fast-paced platform that widely disseminates the message and calls for people’s instant viral reactions. But later, survivors turned to Facebook to tell their personal stories, expand the discussion, and begin “a movement for radical healing” and collective action. The social media campaign rapidly translated into offline mass protests around the world. According to a recent Twitter research analysis comparing the volume of tweets for #MeToo with the virality of previous survivor hashtags, like #YesAllWomen, #WhatWereYouWearing, #YouOKSis, #SurvivorPrivilege, and #WhyWomenDon’tReport, #MeToo far exceeded all others, resembling more prominent political or advocacy hashtags, like #BLM or Black Lives Matter, rather than other survivor conversations.

#MeToo’s global impact was also spurred by the intensity and fast growth of public outrage over sexual harassment and abuse. When the hashtag went viral after the revelations about Harvey Weinstein and a
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wide range of public figures, social norms underpinning sexual misconduct began to crumble.\textsuperscript{167} As Professor Cass Sunstein explained, “when norms start to collapse or to be revised, people are unleashed, in the sense that they feel free to reveal what they believe and prefer, to disclose their experiences, and to talk and act as they wish. If they are outraged, they can disclose that.”\textsuperscript{168} Although victims of sexual harassment and abuse may have always felt enraged and hurt, until sexism and misogyny became socially unacceptable behaviors, they probably forwent battling against them, reckoning that nothing would change their existing situation.\textsuperscript{169} After all, social norms are “sustained by the feelings of embarrassment, anxiety, guilt, and shame that a person suffers at the prospect of violating them.”\textsuperscript{170} However, once norms weaken or change, people may also revise their preferences and beliefs and finally express their real discomfort and sense of outrage. If a group embraces the same sentiments, like the virtual organization of survivors did in response to #MeToo, outrage can grow to the point of becoming an extraordinary force able to resonate worldwide and, eventually, generate new norms, laws, and social change.

III. #MeToo and Women’s International Human Rights

Given the American media coverage of #MeToo and its main spokespersons, many have called into question whether it has primarily been a United States white women’s movement,\textsuperscript{171} arguing that, despite the fact that women of color and low-wage worker women disproportionately face sexual harassment and abuse, their voices have been sidelined or excluded from the conversation.\textsuperscript{172} As Ann Marie
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Lipinski, curator of the Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard, stated:

    For all those women working night shifts in hospitals or stocking things in grocery stores or working in a lot of industries where there is more anonymity and not the same level of public scrutiny or, in many cases, fame, it must be pretty frustrating to feel that your complaints are not being taken with similar seriousness [of those made by the protagonists of the high-profiles cases].\textsuperscript{173}

    This raises the legitimate question whether, and to what extent, the #MeToo movement will ultimately yield true change for all women because “unless feminists (and the media, and the national audience) start doing a better job of highlighting and listening to the voices of people who have been doubly marginalized, such as women of color and those of lower socioeconomic status, there will be important limits on what can be accomplished.”\textsuperscript{174} To be sure, the international response to the campaign and the prevalence of gender-based violence worldwide show that sexual harassment and abuse are not only an American, white, affluent, and educated women’s issue, but rather the opposite.

    Gender-based violence is the most pervasive human rights violation affecting over 35% of all women during their lifetime.\textsuperscript{175} Data collected at the regional levels in Asia revealed the majority of women have experienced some sort of sexual harassment: 57% of women in Bangladesh, 77% in Cambodia, 79% in India, and 87% in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{176} In the Middle East and North Africa, 37% of women have been victims of some form of violence in their lifetime, and, in particular, 99% of women in Egypt have experienced sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{177} In West and sub-Saharan Africa, WHO reported that 50% of women in Tanzania and 71% in Ethiopia are victims of domestic violence; in South Africa, 80% of women have suffered some form of abuse in the past year, and only 12% feel safe from street harassment in the neighborhood where
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they live; and finally, one in three women in both Zimbabwe and Rwanda are victims of intimate partner violence.\textsuperscript{178}

In North America, one in four women are sexually assaulted during their lifetime; and, particularly in the United States, 65\% of women have experienced street harassment.\textsuperscript{179} According to a survey conducted by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, sexual abuse has been reported in all twenty-eight member states participating in the study, with Denmark reporting the highest rate at 52\% of women affected, and the United Kingdom reporting 64\% of women having experienced sexual harassment in public places.\textsuperscript{180} In Latin America, a study conducted by Actionaid found that 86\% of Brazilian women have been victims of sexual harassment or violence in public; and in Mexico, 96\% of women have experienced some form of violence in public places.\textsuperscript{181} Finally, in Australia and the Pacific, 17\% of Australian women are victims of domestic violence, while 87\% have experienced verbal or physical sexual harassment, and 40\% feel unsafe walking in their own neighborhoods at night; in Fiji, 64\% of women are victims of domestic violence, and in Papua New Guinea, 77\% have experienced some form of sexual harassment on public transportation.\textsuperscript{182}

Although movements like #MeToo can win people’s hearts and minds with all their momentum, engendering actual change for all women can hardly be achieved without a human rights-based approach to gender inequality and violence against women. Reframing sexual harassment and sexual abuse as human rights violations rectifies the societal misconception that these are simply inappropriate and unwelcome behaviors rather than criminal offenses. Given the prevalence of gender-based violence worldwide, a human-rights based approach also ensures that the measures adopted by individual States to provide protection and accountability are inclusive, comprehensive, and in compliance with the international legal framework. This allows for the development of a coordinated plan among countries to address such a global issue in a more effective manner. Moreover, interpreting sexual harassment and abuse as human rights violations entails that States must be held accountable if they fail to exercise due diligence to prevent and respond to actions or omissions committed
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by State and non-State actors that result in the infringement of women's rights. Finally, using a human rights-based approach ensures that all women's voices can be heard, and women can fully participate in designing effective strategies and solutions for change. The following analysis examines the international legal framework, both at the international and regional levels, to prevent and protect women from gender-based violence as well as relevant State positive obligations. Finally, it provides insights on promising avenues for action going forward.

A. International Legal Framework

1. International Human Rights Instruments

The first international human rights instrument that mentioned gender discrimination was the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights ("UDHR"), which provided that everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind, including sex, among other grounds. Although the UDHR nominally included women, former United States vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro explained that for a long time,

the icon of human rights abuse has been a man behind bars, tortured for speaking his mind. Abuse unique to women has been dismissed—as traditional practice, as too common to worry about, as less important than other things. These are family problems, men say, and the family lies beyond international jurisdiction.

Influenced by the UDHR, the Convention on Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) (No. 111), adopted at the International Labour Conference in 1958, provided that discrimination includes any distinction, exclusion, or preference made on the basis of sex, among other prohibited grounds, that has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation.

The first international legal instrument focusing on gender equality and recognizing women as potential victims of unique human rights violations was the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women ("CEDAW"), adopted by the United

Nations General Assembly in 1979. CEDAW defined discrimination against women as any “distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women . . . of human rights and fundamental freedoms in any field.” States Parties to CEDAW are required to adopt appropriate legislative and other measures to modify or abolish existing laws, customs, and practices that constitute discrimination against women in any areas of the political, public, economic, and social life of the country.

CEDAW’s silence about gender-based violence has been remedied over time by a series of general recommendations, issued by the CEDAW Committee, that have ensured a dynamic interpretation of the treaty beyond the discrimination framework and have clarified States Parties’ obligations for its application. The first one, General Recommendation No.12, adopted in 1989, acknowledged States Parties’ obligation to “protect women against violence of any kind occurring within the family, at the workplace, or in any other area of social life.” General Recommendation No.19 of 1992 expanded the definition of discrimination against women to include any practice of violence directed against a woman because she is a woman, or violence that affects women disproportionately as well as that impairs or nullifies the enjoyment by women of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Among the gender-specific violations, General Recommendation No.19 included sexual harassment in the workplace, defined as an unwelcome sexually-determined behavior that provides a woman with reasonable ground to believe that her objection would disadvantage her in connection with her employment or that creates a hostile working environment.

General Recommendation No. 19 emphasized that State responsibility is not only restricted to discriminatory actions carried out by or on behalf of Governments, but it also involves any private violations that States may have failed to exercise due diligence to prevent, inves-
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tigate, punish, and remedy. Traditionally, the concept of State responsibility was confined to acts of gender-based violence that may be imputed to State actors, but it eventually evolved to also include States' omissions or failures to take appropriate measures to protect women's rights. This means that in addition to responding to violations committed by their own agents, States must also fulfill positive obligations to prevent acts of violence against women by private individuals, to protect the victims, to investigate and prosecute the incidents of violence, to punish the perpetrators, and to provide adequate redress to the survivors. Therefore, States can be held accountable for acts of gender-based violence committed by private actors because, "although the state does not actually commit the primary abuse, its failure to prosecute the abuse amounts to complicity in it." 

The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women ("the Declaration"), adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1993, echoed some provisions contained in General recommendation No.19, but it also provided a more comprehensive definition of violence against women encompassing any form of physical, sexual, and psychological violence, whether occurring in public or in private, that is perpetrated or condoned by the State. The Declaration also incorporated the concept of State responsibility to use due diligence in preventing, investigating, and punishing acts of gender-based violence, whether committed by State actors or by private individuals.

The standard of due diligence was first proposed by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that, in the three significant cases Velásquez-Rodríguez v. Honduras, Garbi and Corrales v. Honduras, and Cruz v. Honduras, held that the Government of Honduras was responsible for a series of forced disappearances executed between 1981 and 1984 by members of the Honduran military who were acting
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as private individuals.\textsuperscript{200} In particular, in Velásquez-Rodríguez \textit{v.} Honduras of 1988, the court explained:

\textbf{[A]n illegal act which violates human rights and which is initially not directly imputable to a State (for example, because it is the act of a private person or because the person responsible has not been identified) can lead to international responsibility of the State, not because of an act itself, but because of the lack of due diligence to prevent the violation or to respond to it as required by the [American] Convention [on Human Rights].}\textsuperscript{201}

The obligation to exercise due diligence has generally been considered to be an obligation of conduct rather than one of result, meaning that States must show that they have adopted appropriate measures at their disposal to address both individual acts and structural causes of gender-based violence so as to prevent future violations and punish eventual perpetrators.\textsuperscript{202}

In 1999, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on violence against women suggested that, in assessing State responsibility to act with due diligence, international legal bodies should consider the following factors: (1) whether the State is party to human rights treaties, including CEDAW; (2) if there is a constitutional authority securing gender equality and prohibiting gender-based violence; (3) if national legislation and/or administrative sanctions provide adequate remedies for victims; (4) whether executive policies or plans of action addressing violence against women have been adopted; (5) how the criminal justice system and law enforcement systems are responding to cases of gender-based violence; (6) whether police officers and health professionals assisting victims are sensitive to issues of violence against women; (7) whether survivors receive support services such as shelters, legal and psychological counseling, specialized assistance, and rehabilitation provided either by the Government or by non-governmental organizations; (8) whether appropriate measures in the field of education and the media have been taken to raise awareness of gender-based violence and discrimination; and finally, (9) whether data and statistics have been collected to show the magnitude of the problem in the country.\textsuperscript{203}
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In 2006, the succeeding mandate holder argued that the principle of non-discrimination requires States “to use the same level of commitment in relation to prevention, investigation, punishment and provision of remedies for violence against women as they do with regards to other forms of violence.”204 In 2011, the following United Nations Special Rapporteur on violence against women further elaborated that State responsibility to act with due diligence is both

a systemic-level responsibility, i.e. the responsibility of States to create good and effective systems and structures that address the root causes and consequences of violence against women; and also an individual-level responsibility, i.e., the responsibility of States to provide each victim with effective measures of prevention, protection, punishment and reparation.205

Additional interpretive guidance on State responsibility was provided by General Recommendation No.28, issued by the CEDAW Committee in 2010, setting forth that States Parties must address all aspects of their legal obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill women’s rights to nondiscrimination and to the enjoyment of equality.206 The obligation to respect requires States parties to refrain from adopting any measures, including laws, policies, regulations, programs, and administrative procedures, that may result directly or indirectly in preventing the equal enjoyment by women of their civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights.207 The obligation to protect requires States to protect women from any acts of discrimination and gender-based violence committed by private actors and to strive to eliminate practices that perpetuate the notion of inferiority or superiority of either of the sexes and of stereotyped roles for men and women.208 Finally, the obligation to fulfill requires that States Parties ensure that women and men enjoy equal rights de jure and de facto by designing public policies, programs, and institutional frameworks
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that can fulfill the specific needs of women and lead to the full development of their potential on an equal basis with men.209

In 2017, General Recommendation No.35, updating General Recommendation No.19, stated that over the past twenty-five years, the prohibition of gender-based violence has evolved into a principle of customary law amounting to one of the binding primary sources of international law.210 This means that States that have not ratified CEDAW but consider themselves bound to apply international customary law (for instance, the United States) are also under the obligation to prohibit violence against women.211 General Recommendation No.35 acknowledged that not only the “austerity measures” following recent economic and financial crises in many countries have weakened State responses to gender-based violence, but also the contraction of democratic spaces and the consequent deterioration of the rule of law have contributed to the pervasiveness of violence against women and to a culture of impunity.212

In terms of State responsibility, General Recommendation No.35 provides that States Parties bear an immediate overarching obligation to pursue, by all appropriate means and without delay, a policy of eliminating gender discrimination and gender-based violence.213 This means, in practice, that governments must undertake deliberate, concrete, and targeted measures, making the most efficient use of available resources to move as expeditiously and effectively as possible towards the full realization of women’s rights and fundamental freedoms. Hence, all States parties, irrespective of economic, cultural, religious, or any other grounds, are under an immediate obligation to make best effort, without delay, to ensure the protection of women from any form of discrimination and violence.214 Failure to comply with such obligations triggers State responsibility for acts or omissions perpetrated by both the State party or its actors and non-State actors.215
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General Recommendation No.35 provides a thorough description of the standards for the attribution of State responsibility. In accordance with CEDAW, States Parties and their organs and agents are expected to refrain from engaging in any act or practice of direct or indirect discrimination against women.216 Besides ensuring that current laws, policies, programs, and procedures are not discriminatory, States Parties must provide effective and accessible legal services for victims of violations committed by State agents.217 State responsibility extends to: the prevention of any acts or omissions by State actors through specific training and the adoption, implementation, and monitoring of legal provisions, administrative regulations, and codes of conduct; the investigation, prosecution, and application of appropriate legal or disciplinary remedies; and finally, the provision of adequate redress for victims of gender-based violence or of any failure, negligence, or omission on the part of public authorities.218

Under the due diligence obligation for acts or omissions of non-State actors, States Parties are required to adopt and implement diverse measures to tackle gender-based violence, including specific laws, policies, programs, and institutions that operate effectively in practice and are supported by all State agents and law enforcement.219 Failure to take all appropriate measures to prevent acts of gender-based violence of which public authorities are or should be aware of the risk thereof, or failure to investigate, prosecute, and punish perpetrators and provide reparations to victims, fundamentally condones the perpetration of violence against women and constitutes human rights violations.220 At the legislative level, States must adopt legislation in compliance with CEDAW that prohibits gender-based violence, treats survivors as right holders, contains age-sensitive and gender-sensitive provisions, and ensures effective legal protection, sanctions against perpetrators, and reparations for the victims.221 Any existing norms of religious, customary, indigenous, and community justice systems that constitute discrimination against women or that promote or justify gender-based violence or perpetuate a culture of impunity must be repealed.222
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At the executive level, States Parties must adopt and adequately provide budgetary resources for diverse institutional measures, including the design of specific public policies, the development and implementation of monitoring mechanisms, and the establishment and support of competent national tribunals. Governments are required to provide accessible, affordable, and adequate services to protect women from gender-based violence, prevent its reoccurrence, and ensure funding for reparations to all victims. Institutional practices and individual law enforcement conduct that constitute and tolerate gender-based violence or result in a lack of a response or a negligent response to such violence must be effectively investigated, eliminated, and sanctioned. Finally, at the judicial level, States Parties' judicial bodies should refrain from engaging in any act or practice of gender-based violence, strictly apply all criminal laws punishing violence against women, and ensure that all applicable legal procedures are impartial and fair.

To monitor States Parties' implementation and enforcement, CEDAW provides for their regular submission of reports to the Secretary General of the United Nations, for consideration by the CEDAW Committee, discussing the progress achieved, the challenges faced, and the measures adopted to fulfill the obligations under the treaty. After the examination of the reports, the CEDAW Committee issues Concluding Observations to steer a constructive dialogue with States Parties and to recommend areas of improvement for women's rights. For example, under its Concluding Observations on Japan's periodic reports released in 2016, the CEDAW Committee recommended the State to adopt specific laws prohibiting and adequately sanctioning sexual harassment in the workplace, to ensure victims' access to justice recourse, and to conduct regular labor inspections aimed at enforcing compliance with employment laws and codes of conduct on sexual harassment. In the most recent Concluding Observations on Sweden's periodic reports, given the high
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number of Swedish girls experiencing discrimination and sexual harassment in schools, the CEDAW Committee suggested the implementation of a zero-tolerance policy on violence and harassment in all schools that must include counselling services, awareness-raising efforts, effective reporting mechanisms, and gender-sensitive education on sexuality and women’s human rights within school curricula. Finally, in the latest Concluding Observation on France’s periodic reports, the CEDAW Committee advocated for a thorough investigation on the root causes of the low reporting and conviction rates in cases of gender-based violence against women and for a careful evaluation of the response of law enforcement and judiciary to complaints of sexual crimes.

To strengthen the enforcement mechanism, a communication procedure was established under the Optional Protocol to CEDAW (“Optional Protocol”), adopted in 1999 as a separate treaty. States Parties to the Optional Protocol recognize the competence of the CEDAW Committee to consider complaints from individuals or a group of individuals within their jurisdiction alleging violations of their rights under CEDAW and to provide views and recommendations thereon. For instance, in N.S.F. v. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland of 2005, the CEDAW Committee considered the communication of a Pakistani woman, living in the United Kingdom with her two children, who was seeking asylum to escape domestic violence in her home country. Mindful of the struggles faced by victims of gender-based violence, the CEDAW Committee recommended the author apply to the High Court of the United Kingdom for a judicial review of the refusal to grant her discretionary leave to remain in the country on humanitarian grounds and requested the State party not to deport the woman and her children until the case
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had been decided.\textsuperscript{235} Although a relatively modest number of cases have been considered so far, the communication procedure is an opportunity to provide victims with specific redress against States' violations, to allow the CEDAW Committee to recommend more effective remedies at the national level, and to develop a robust international women's human rights jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{236}

2. Regional Human Rights Instruments

Binding legal instruments focused on gender-based violence have also been adopted by regional human rights bodies. The Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women ("Convention of Belem Do Para"), approved by the Organization of American States ("OAS") in 1994, sets forth that violence against women "shall be understood to include physical, sexual and psychological violence . . . that is perpetrated or condoned by the state or its agents regardless of where it occurs."\textsuperscript{237} The Convention of Belem Do Para not only imposes a negative duty on States to refrain from violating women's rights, but also a positive obligation to prevent, investigate, and punish any acts of such violence as well as to provide adequate redress.\textsuperscript{238} States Parties can be found liable for acts or omissions committed by both their own agents and private actors.\textsuperscript{239} The Convention of Belem Do Para was the first specific human rights instrument to incorporate the obligation to apply due diligence to prevent, punish, and eradicate gender-based violence among the duties of States Parties.\textsuperscript{240} Other obligations include the adoption of legal and administrative measures that can effectively address gender-specific forms of violence, like harassment, and can establish fair and effective legal procedures for victims, including timely hearings and access to restitution, reparations, or other just remedies.\textsuperscript{241}

Similar to CEDAW, the Convention Belem Do Para requires States parties to submit their national reports to the Inter-American Commission of Women describing the measures adopted to prevent
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and prohibit gender-based violence and to assist the victims, the challenges encountered in applying such measures, and the contributing factors to violence against women.\textsuperscript{242} The Convention Belem Do Para also provides any person, group of persons, or any nongovernmental organization with the right to lodge petitions with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights alleging violations of their rights under the treaty by a State Party.\textsuperscript{243} For instance, in \textit{Jessica Lenahan (Gonzales) v. United States},\textsuperscript{244} the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights found that the United States had violated the due diligence obligation to protect the applicant and her daughters from repetitive acts of domestic violence and to enforce a mandatory protective order against the applicant's former husband, who eventually murdered the children.\textsuperscript{245} In addition to awarding full reparations to the applicant, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights recommended the State to adopt multifaceted legislation at both the federal and state levels, or alternatively to reform existing legislation, making mandatory the enforcement of protection orders and other precautionary measures to protect women from imminent acts of violence, and to create effective implementation mechanisms.\textsuperscript{246}

In the European region, the 2011 Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence ("Istanbul Convention") provides a comprehensive list of gender-specific violations, including sexual harassment, defined as "any form of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment."\textsuperscript{247} In terms of State responsibility, the Istanbul Convention provides that State actors should refrain from engaging in any form of gender-based violence and
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should take the necessary legislative and other measures to exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate, punish, and provide reparation for acts of violence committed by non-State actors.\footnote{248} The obligation to ensure civil law remedies allows victims to seek justice and compensation against both the perpetrator and State authorities that have failed in their duty to diligently take preventive and protective measures.\footnote{249}

The implementation of the Istanbul Convention by States Parties is monitored by the independent Group of Experts on Action Against Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence ("GREVIO"),\footnote{250} which is responsible for evaluating national reports and recommending legislative and other measures to give effect to the provisions of the treaty.\footnote{251} For example, in assessing Sweden’s level of compliance, GREVIO identified a number of priority issues requiring further action by State authorities, including, inter alia: ensuring higher degrees of awareness and cultural sensitivity towards the specific situation of minority women who experience gender-based violence among local and regional authorities and social services; enhancing the coordination and cooperation on individual cases among all relevant actors within and across local authorities, government agencies, the public health sector, and women’s specialist support services; and finally, reinforcing the capacity of law enforcement in order to reduce the backlog of investigations into domestic violence and rape cases and to ensure a prompt and appropriate response in all cases of violence against women.\footnote{252}

Finally, in the African continent, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa ("Maputo Protocol"), adopted by the Assembly of the African Union in 2003, defines violence against women as any act or threat thereof that causes or could cause women physical, sexual, psychological, and economic harm.\footnote{253} The Maputo Protocol imposes a series of measures...
positive obligations on States, including: the elimination of gender discrimination through appropriate legislative, institutional, and regulatory measures; the prohibition of all forms of gender-based violence, including sexual assault and harassment occurring in private or public, through the enactment and enforcement of specific laws; and finally, the prevention, punishment, and eradication of all forms of violence against women as well as the provision of effective reparations for victims through the adoption of any necessary measures. To monitor the implementation of the Maputo Protocol at the national level, States parties must submit periodic reports indicating any legislative and other efforts undertaken for the full realization of the women’s rights therein recognized.

B. Going Forward

The #MeToo movement has had a transformative effect on the discussion surrounding sexual assault and sexual harassment, but whether it will yield true change for all women across the world and make a lasting impact on related laws greatly depends on what follows next. Despite the pervasiveness of such violations, many countries still have inadequate or nonexistent legislation protecting women from gender-based violence and discrimination. For instance, according to Amnesty International, in the European Union, where nine million women have been raped since the age of fifteen, only eight of the thirty-one countries that belong to the European Economic Area and Switzerland have criminal laws defining rape as non-consensual sex rather than defining rape on the basis of physical force or threat thereof, presence of duress, or victim’s inability to defend herself. According to the UCLA WORLD Policy Analysis Center’s report, more than one-third of the world’s countries, about sixty-eight countries, do not have any laws prohibiting sexual harassment in the workplace, hence leaving nearly 235 million working women without such protection.
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In the wake of #MeToo, some States began contemplating changes in their current legal framework on gender-based violence. In the United Kingdom, for example, where more than three million women have experienced some form of sexual assault since the age of sixteen, the government has promised to look into improving regulations around nondisclosure agreements that companies often misuse to prevent victims from discussing allegations of sexual harassment and assault in return for a financial payout. In India, following the 2012 New Delhi gang rape incident, more stringent laws on sexual assault were adopted, including the 2013 Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace ("Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal") Act, providing that companies with more than ten employees must establish internal committees to handle sexual harassment complaints. However, data from 2015, released by the Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, revealed that 36% of Indian companies and 25% of multinational companies operating in the country failed to create such committees. Similarly, a survey conducted by the Fraud Investigation and Dispute Services in 2015 found that 40% of companies surveyed had not adequately trained their committee members.

---
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great popularity of #MeToo, currently supported by over 64% of Indian people, according to a recent survey, the central government formed a group of ministers to reassess the existing legal framework on sexual harassment in the workplace and ensure its effective application.264 It also launched an electronic grievance system called “She Box” to encourage and facilitate victims to file their complaints.265

In Sweden, where #MeToo gained momentum also by virtue of the country’s robust civil society that has long advocated for gender equality and prevention of violence against women, as previously mentioned, the government in 2014 had already appointed a task force to work on improving the existing legislation on sexual consent.266 Responding to a growing awareness on gender-based violence sparked both by the #MeToo movement and a rising number of sexual assault cases, the current government in 2017 introduced a new bill in Parliament to change the present legislation on sexual violence.267 In particular, under the new law, victims must only prove their lack of consent, contrary to the physical force or threat thereof, presence of duress, or their inability to defend themselves required under the previous regulation.268 In support of the bill, Swedish Prime Minister, Stefan Lofven, declared: “It should be obvious. Sex should be voluntary. If it is not voluntary, then it is illegal . . . . If you are unsure, then refrain.”269

On the other hand, in Japan, one of the countries that had a more ambivalent reaction to #MeToo, as previously discussed, a report recently compiled by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare’s subcommittee, which had originally been tasked by the government to address sexual harassment in the workplace, ultimately proved to be
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disappointing.\textsuperscript{270} The document, while containing proposals for reforms of labor and women’s empowerment laws, failed to recognize sexual harassment as a criminal offense, conceding to the demands of the business community supposedly concerned with facing a greater risk of litigation.\textsuperscript{271} Contrary to the labor unions’ initial request to explicitly prohibit sexual harassment, the report ended up merely recommending that any form of harassment should not be tolerated and that private companies should adopt preventive measures.\textsuperscript{272} But as the chair of a labor union that defends women’s rights in the workplace Kaori Sato commented: “What many victims want is formal recognition that they have been sexually harassed, apologies from the perpetrators and prevention of such acts. It is regrettable that their voices were not taken into account.”\textsuperscript{273}

Reflecting on the findings of a 2017 Labor Ministry survey of about 3600 companies, showing that only 39.4\% of them had set up a grievance mechanism ten years after the government had made it mandatory, Shito Naito, a researcher at the administrative agency Japan Institute for Labor Policy and Training, noted: “It is evident that the current system of relief is insufficient . . . . It is necessary to have a human rights protection body that can rapidly determine whether sexual harassment has occurred and can order relief measures sought by victims.”\textsuperscript{274}

In France, albeit an equivocal reaction to the #MeToo movement, alarming figures on the prevalence of gender-based violence prompted the adoption in August 2018 of a new law stepping up the fight against sexual and sexist violence.\textsuperscript{275} Recent data showed that every year 220,000 French women are victims of sexual assault and
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84,000 of rape, but only 2% of the perpetrators are convicted.\textsuperscript{276} According to a 2014 French government poll, one in five women have experienced harassment at work, but 30% of them have not shared their stories.\textsuperscript{277} Finally, in 2016, a study conducted by the French polling firm IFOP found that only sixty-five out of 1048 cases of sexual harassment had been prosecuted and led to criminal conviction.\textsuperscript{278}

The new law extended the statute of limitations for sexual offenses against minors and explicitly prohibited street harassment, called sexual contempt, defining street harassment as the act of imposing on a person remarks or a behavior with a sexual or a sexist connotation that impairs one’s dignity because of their degrading or humiliating nature, or that create an intimidating, hostile, or offensive situation.\textsuperscript{279} Marlene Schiappa, France’s gender equality minister who proposed to put forward new bill, explained:

The point is that the whole society has to redefine what it will accept and what it will not . . . . We know very well at what point we start feeling intimidated, unsafe, or harassed in the street . . . . [But if] street harassment is not defined in the law . . . . we can’t make a complaint.\textsuperscript{280}

In order to reach cyber harassment, the new law provided that sexual harassment also occurs when comments or behaviors are imposed on the same victim by multiple persons, in a concerted manner, or at the instigation of one of them—even though each of them may not act in a repetitive way, but successively with the knowledge that their comments and behaviors are being repeated.\textsuperscript{281}
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To coordinate States' response efforts, the U.N. Women, the United Nations entity devoted to gender equality and empowerment of women, had already exhorted countries to design national action plans against gender-based violence in 2012 with the adoption of a handbook with specific guidelines.\textsuperscript{282} The handbook recommends a holistic human rights-based approach to violence against women not only to provide a strong and coherent framework to governments and civil society for cooperative effort, but also to situate the individual States' initiatives within the broader context of regional and international work in order to eliminate violence against women, thereby strengthening the potential for partnerships and cooperation among countries.\textsuperscript{283} Designing such national action plans in compliance with the international human rights framework also ensures that States bear the positive obligation under international law to protect women's right to live free from violence. In other words, the national action plans become "an articulation of Governments' accountability to women themselves, to all their citizens and to the international community."\textsuperscript{284}

In practice, the U.N. Women recommended that States' action plans on violence against women should acknowledge that gender-based violence is a human rights violation, define it in compliance with international norms, and address it according to positive obligations under relevant human rights treaties. Mindful that violence against women is a form of discrimination and a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between men and women, States must: recognize the different and intersecting forms of gender-based violence; examine the current data and research on their root causes, nature, prevalence, and impact as well as identify gaps for future work; and finally, tailor strategies and actions that address the intersectionality of violence against women with other discriminatory factors, such as race, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
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property, marital status, sexual orientation, HIV/AIDS status, migrant or refugee status, age, and disability.\textsuperscript{285}

To ensure the formulation and effective implementation of a coherent, comprehensive, inclusive, and sustained program of activity, the national action plans on violence against women should: include cross-cutting measures to establish and improve the capacity of governance structures; ensure the participation of a civil society representing victims' perspectives and advocating for their interests and needs; strengthen legal and policy interventions; build a coordinated strategy for the primary prevention of violence against women and for police action and judicial response; and improve evidence through the regular collection, communication, and analysis of comprehensive statistical and qualitative data on the nature, prevalence, and impact of all forms of gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{286} Finally, to provide for the periodic and comprehensive evaluation of implementation progress, national action plans should also include: clearly defined indicators and targets, institutional monitoring mechanisms, meaningful participation of civil society and other stakeholders including survivors, assessment of best practices and systems, and regular and accountable reporting procedures.\textsuperscript{287}

Along with the adoption and effective implementation of national action plans on violence against women by all States, other important measures focused on sexual harassment have been recently considered by the ILO.\textsuperscript{288} The United Nations agency is proposing a new legally binding treaty to create a global set of standards for violence and harassment in the workplace and to protect all workers from such violations. As explained by Manuela Tomei, director of the ILO's conditions of work and equality department, to date "there is no international treaty that deals with the issue of violence and harassment in the world of work, so this is really filling a regulatory gap" in addition to conveying a strong political message that such conducts are unacceptable and against the law.\textsuperscript{289}

The ILO had previously defined sexual harassment as a sex-based behavior that is unwelcome and offensive to its recipient, which can take the following two forms:
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1) Quid Pro Quo, when a job benefit—such as a pay rise, a promotion, or even continued employment—is made conditional on the victim acceding to demands to engage in some form of sexual behaviour; or;

2) Hostile working environment in which the conduct creates conditions that are intimidating or humiliating for the victim.  

However, as argued by Manuela Tomei in a recent interview, "[t]he fact that there is no international treaty explains why [there is] . . . such a diversity of terminology and why, in some cases, one word is used to refer to different situations, and vice versa." The new convention is intended to remedy such uncertainty in the understanding of what constitutes sexual harassment in the workplace and to ensure a shared common strategy to address it. Moreover, the treaty would ensure that prevention of and adequate response to sexual harassment and violence is not a discretionary effort of individual companies or countries, but rather a positive obligation under international law for all signatory parties. This means that States will not only be required to take all appropriate measures to fulfill their commitments and be accountable for relevant failures, but will also be expected to report back to ILO on progress and challenges in the development and implementation phases of the new treaty.

Conclusion

#MeToo has marked the beginning of a potentially transformative moment for societies across the world. Built on decades of legislative and collective efforts against gender discrimination and violence against women, the movement, driven by social media, has succeeded in providing short-term relief to many victims forsaken by justice. In spite of its achievements in repairing flaws and holes in the law temporarily and increasing awareness of gender-based violence, the long-lasting impact and pervasive cultural chance of encompassing all women’s voices, regardless of their race, national origins, or social, economic, and educational backgrounds, cannot be accomplished if #MeToo fails to also become a human rights movement. Indeed, no matter how powerful it might have been so far as the first mass cam-
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paign against sexual abuse, #MeToo is not an end in itself, but rather a call to action for governments to adopt or reform existing laws and to approve inclusive processes that can transform social norms underpinning gender-based violence.

In contrast to those who have criticized and warned against the inadequacies, costs, and disadvantages of employing the human rights rhetoric to pursue social justice, this Article supports the proposition that "[t]he legal breakthrough that defined sexual harassment as sex discrimination, a human-rights violation, was a crucial precondition for #MeToo." It also contends that only a holistic human rights-based approach to violence against women can ensure that all States are accountable to respect, protect, and fulfill women’s rights, can establish a strong and coherent framework to governments and civil society for cooperative effort, and can include all women’s perspectives and needs in decision-making processes. Given the current backlash against liberty, tolerance, and parity in the world, a human rights-based approach to gender-based violence is even more necessary to secure that all past efforts have not been fruitless and that #MeToo’s momentum does not fade before significant change is made.
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